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Indiana County Regional Trail Connectivity Study
Hoodlebug, Ghost Town, and West Penn Trails
Blairsville Borough and Burrell Township, Indiana County
Executive Summary
Blairsville has the potential to serve as a major hub for trail users accessing area trails consisting of The Ghost Town
and Hoodlebug Trails to the east, the West Penn and Westmoreland Heritage Trails to the west and the local Loop
Trail within the Borough. These trails provide nearly 70 miles of trail separated by a roughly five mile gap through
this more densely developed area, with Blairsville in the middle.
Although the existing trails occupy a network of abandoned railroads, no such facility of dedicated corridor is present
through this gap. This Study has evaluated numerous alignments comprised of a mix of on-street and off-road routes
to weave separate east and west corridors to connect to those adjoining networks. Primary obstacles to these
connections consist of the crossing of US 22 to the east and terrain/owner approvals to the west. Mapping of the
alignments considered is attached, with the recommended routes highlighted in yellow. Enlarged versions of the
mapping are available in Appendix A of the overall report.
The recommended alignment for the eastern connection overcomes the physical obstacles through an overhead
crossing of US 22 near the US 119 interchange. Implementation is subject to acquisition of 20 owner approvals,
three of which are critical to the entire corridor, and funding acquisition in the estimated amount of $2.8M. The
primary funding need is for a pedestrian bridge crossing US 22. The route will generally consist of a mix of on-street
routes on local roads and raw construction of dedicated off-road corridors through the commercial and undeveloped
segments. This route will include the Blairsville School District and Wyotech campuses, the Excela Health site, and
the rear of the Wal-Mart commercial site
in the off street trail segments. Other
than Cornell Road on-road routes will
generally follow local streets located
between US 22 and Old William Penn
Highway.
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The recommended alignment for the western corridor overcomes the terrain issues primarily through the use of the
service roads and adjacent areas owned by Norfolk Southern. While initial meetings indicated that the railroad was
open to considering this configuration, a definitive review of the proposed alignments by the railroad has been
elusive. Alternatives avoiding the railroad
have been dismissed due to other
technical or acquisition issues. Therefore
the feasibility of connecting to the West
Penn Trail is completely dependent upon
the outstanding acquisition of a positive
response from Norfolk Southern (NS).
Besides the required NS occupancy
between Ranson Avenue and Airport
Road, this would extend east across the
Walnut Street overpass, through the Wye
area to the Blairsville Borough Building and
off-street along Newport Road to the
trailhead in the west.
If occupancy
approval is secured, this connection could
be completed at an estimated cost of
$725K.

Next Steps
•

•

•

As the resources of the organizations recommended for ultimate operation of these respective trail
extensions, Indiana County Parks and Trails and the Conemaugh Valley Conservancy, are each strained by
existing responsibilities, a trail advocacy group or groups of interested local citizens should be formed to
shepherd ongoing trail development efforts and to assist with subsequent trail maintenance.
In addition to Norfolk Southern approval, ongoing efforts must consist of acquisition of initial Memorandums
of Understanding (MOU) with the three critical property owners of the eastern corridor followed by
coordination with key property owners near the US 22/119 interchange to facilitate the bike/ped bridge and
MOU’s for the remaining impacted properties. The MOU’s would address the conceptual alignments with
specific alignments and acquisition needs
subject to final design.
The advocacy group(s) could also pursue
avenues for funding that will then need to
be secured for both design and
construction. Grantwriting staff associated
with Blairsville Borough and the Pittsburghto-Harrisburg Main Line Canal Greenway™
are available to assist in pursuing these
funding options for next steps, however, it
should be noted the that formation of the
local advocacy group is critical to funding
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pursuits. Among the potential funding sources that should be explored for acquisition, design, engineering
and construction are:
o

o
o
o
o

o

Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) – Federal funds; planning and
construction eligible; no match required in certain circumstances, but local match strengthens the
application.
Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality (CMAQ) – Federal funds administered by state; planning and
construction eligible; 80/20 match required.
Pennsylvania Community Transportation Initiative (PCTI) – State funds; planning and construction
eligible; no match required but local match strengthens the application.
Safe Routes To School (SRTS) - The Federal SRTS Program is managed and administered by
each state Department of Transportation (DOT)
PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Community Conservation Partnership
Program (DCNR, C2P2) – State funds; design and engineering, construction funds eligible in
separate applications; 50/50 match required.
Local businesses, services and municipalities
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Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this Study was to examine and evaluate the legal, geographical, and financial feasibility of all
potential routes and rights-of-way (ROW) for connecting the West Penn Trail to the Hoodlebug and Ghost Town
Trails through Blairsville, PA as a hub of the regional trail system. Both of these trails are primarily utilized by casual
walkers and bicyclists. Neither is open to motorized or equestrian use. The extension of these two trails will be in a
manner consistent with that usage. In addition to providing local residents safer and more convenient access routes
to the more rural sections of these trails, it is also desired to provide trail through users with a logical defined route to
follow between the two trails. This link is an important part of the Pittsburgh-to-Harrisburg Main Line Canal
Greenway™.
Both trail extensions will connect to the Loop Trail presently in development within downtown Blairsville.
The eastern study area begins at the terminus of the Hoodlebug Trail at the intersection of US Route 119 (Old
William Penn Highway) and Cornell Road. The corridor under consideration extended as far north as Country Lane
Road and as far south as the Norfolk Southern main line tracks. The nearest defined trailhead is approximately 2.5
miles back the Hoodlebug Trail in the community of Black Lick. The primary obstacle along this route is projected to
be the crossing of US Route 22.
It is important to note that popular routes presented at least one insurmountable barrier, despite showing great
promise elsewhere.
The western study area begins at the existing developed Newport Road Trailhead of the West Penn Trail. The
corridor under consideration extended from PA Route 217 to the northeast and the Conemaugh River to the
southwest. The primary obstacle along this corridor is projected to be the crossing and/or proximity to the Norfolk
Southern mainline tracks.
As the potential alignments, particularly for the eastern corridor, are numerous and intertwined, the project scope was
refined to provide for selection of up to three routes on either side of Blairsville for detailed evaluation. The list of
routes selected for final review was refined from comments and preliminary investigations completed by the
Committee, the Consultant, and various other Stakeholders. The preliminary investigations consisted of review of
existing tax mapping, initial field views, and extensive contact with potentially impacted property owners, and
feedback provided through the initial round of public comment.
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Background
The Indiana County Regional Trail Network presently consists of three existing trails along with an additional trail in
development. Various components are operated by different organizations who are each interested in developing the
recreational opportunities in the area.
The Ghost Town and Hoodlebug Trails are operated and maintained by Indiana County Parks and Trails. The Ghost
Town is a 36 mile trail extending east to Ebensburg, Pennsylvania from the community of Black Lick. In Black Lick, it
intersects the 10 mile Hoodlebug, which extends 2.5 miles south of the junction to its terminus at Cornell Road.
Development of these trails began in 1991 and 2000, respectively.
The 17 mile West Penn Trail is operated and maintained by the Conemaugh Valley Conservancy (CVC). This trail
currently extends west from its Newport Road trailhead to just downstream of Saltsburg. The CVC recently
completed the Q-Span Bridge over the Conemaugh River, bringing the final ¾ mile leg back into Indiana County.
The Loop Trail in downtown Blairsville is under development. This 2.1 mile trail will consist of a mix of off-road trail
along the Conemaugh River on US Army Corps of Engineers land and on-street routing through the downtown area.
This facility will be by constructed by Blairsville Borough with funding from DCED and DCNR and turned over to
Indiana County Parks and Trails who will be responsible for operations and maintenance. The Borough of Blairsville
has a 99 year lease agreement with the ACOE, the current property owner, to construct and operate the trail within
their property.

Route Overview
Numerous routes or braids of various alternates were considered during the initial planning process. The list of
routes selected for final review was refined from comments and preliminary investigations completed by the
Committee, the Consultant, and various other Stakeholders. The preliminary investigations consisted of review of
existing tax mapping, initial field views, and extensive contact with potentially impacted property owners, and
feedback provided through the initial round of public comment.
Those considered are illustrated on Maps 2 and 3. The routes were dismissed for a variety of reasons. A brief
description of obstacles and their locations follows.

Hoodlebug Connection
The Norfolk Southern branch line from Blairsville to Black Lick was viewed as the most desirable corridor as it would
be a true rail-trail configuration. Although the tracks have been removed and the corridor is not presently used east
of Campbells Mill Road, Norfolk Southern indicated that they have no intentions of abandoning this corridor (solid
gray). The track west of that location (undesignated) is heavily used for the Robindale coal loading facility.
Ownership, trail safety, and heavy train usage, in conjunction with the narrow underpass beneath US Route 22,
would preclude consideration for use of this portion of the corridor as a rail-with-trail configuration.
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On-street routes following Country Lane Road (dashed pink) and Old William Penn Highway (dashed pink), along
with surface crossings of US Route 22 at Campus Drive (solid gray) and at Cornell Road (undesignated) were
dismissed due to grades, site distances, traffic volumes, and/or other safety concerns. While these routes may be
negotiable by experienced thru-riders, these conditions are not generally compatible with the casual user profile
targeted under the trail connection project.
The off-road route segments between Country Lane Road to Lear Road (dashed gray), north of the Blairsville school
campus (solid gray), along Old William Penn Highway between Campbell Street and Grandview Avenue (dashed
gray), and between Strangford Road and Grandview Avenue (dashed gray) were dismissed due to a combination of
terrain issues and property owner objections. A stated objective of the Study was that any property impacts would be
resolved cooperatively as opposed to use of eminent domain.
It is important to note that popular routes presented at least one insurmountable barrier, despite showing great
promise elsewhere.
These efforts narrowed the routes to the three alignments presented on Map 2, in red (R), purple (P), and green (G).
These routes remain braided, crossing or sharing alignments at various times. This configuration will allow the final
alignment to mix and match individual segments of different routes described herein. The overall corridor is broken
into seven segments that are described in more detail in the Route Analysis section that follows. These segments
are described beginning at the existing Hoodlebug Trail and proceeding inbound to Blairsville.

West Penn Corridor
Several alternatives were initially considered for the West Penn connection. One of these was a “share-the-road”
route along Newport Road and PA Route 217. This route was dismissed as incompatible with the typical rail-trail
users due to the roadway grades, level of traffic, and limited shoulder widths along this winding alignment. A second
alternative, extending off-road from the Newport Road/ PA 217 intersection and continuing along the top edge of the
slope overlooking the railroad tracks was considered. But after the property owner objections raised during initial
discussions, this route was removed from consideration. A third alignment was field viewed by the Committee
between the Norfolk Southern tracks and the Conemaugh River, which would have tied in to the end of the off-road
alignment of the Loop Trail. This was dismissed due to the narrow, steep hillside between the tracks and the river,
the high, steep hillside that would need to be climbed to reach Airport Road, and the questionable stability of these
slopes. An interconnection between the latter route and alternatives on the north side of the tracks considered
reconstruction of the Ranson Avenue Bridge as a bike/pedestrian crossing of the railroad tracks. This
interconnection was dismissed due to the timing of the then pending removal of the abutments of the former bridge
and anticipated objections of the railroad.
These efforts narrowed the routes for the West Penn connection to the two alignments also as presented on Map 3,
in red (R) and blue (B). These routes remain braided, crossing alignments at various times, but were completely
dependent on the cooperation of Norfolk Southern in allowing occupancy of their right-of-way. This configuration will
allow the final alignment to mix and match individual segments of different routes described herein. The overall
corridor is broken into three segments that are described in more detail in the Route Analysis section that follows.
These segments are also described in an inbound direction beginning at the existing Newport Road Trailhead of the
West Penn Trail.
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Route Analysis
Hoodlebug Corridor – The connection to the Hoodlebug is broken down into seven segments presenting the
potential for changing alignments at the start of each segment. The routes are numbered and described proceeding
westbound from the Cornell Road terminus of the Hoodlebug Trail.

Section 1 – This Section extends from the existing terminus of the Hoodlebug Trail to the proposed crossing of
Cornell Road adjacent to the Indiana County Development Corporation (ICDC) property. All three routes would
follow a common alignment along Cornell Road
from the existing terminus of the Hoodlebug Trail
at US Route 119. Cornell is a local street. The
route will follow the westbound shoulder across a
private road/drive. The red and purple routes
would then begin climbing the cut slope onto the
Blairsville High School site by benching into the
cut slope. The green route would continue as
share the road.
o

o

o
o

o

o
o

Topography – topography is
generally compatible with railtrail type usage with the
exception of the sidehill climb from Cornell Road to the school campus on the red and purple
routes. Sufficient area is available to construct this to an ADA compatible slope, as a “ramp” (slope
in excess of 5%) without excessive excavation into the hillside and further impact to electrical
poles. Due to the proposed 6% slope of this transition, and the access isolation behind the
proposed barrier, it is recommended that the surfacing of this portion of the section be asphalt to
minimize maintenance efforts.
Historical – PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability
archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no
impact on these resources.
ADA – The slope of Cornell Road itself conforms to ADA slope limitations, but as noted above, the
sidehill transition could be compatible with ADA slope limitations if constructed as a ramp.
Environmental
 Wetland – None apparent.
 Endangered species – PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – eastbound users would be traveling against traffic when in the Cornell Road shoulder;
therefore, a barrier such as along Route 119 is recommended. Mast arm signage is recommended
where eastbound users of the green route would cross Cornell Road.
Permitting – Erosion controls associated with grading operations would need to be covered under
the project’s NPDES permit.
Operation and Maintenance – O&M would be similar to that experienced for the existing trail along
119.
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o

Legal – easement for trail occupation is needed from the school district for the red and purple
routes. A slope excavation easement is required from Campbell property for all routes.

Advantages/Disadvantages
All
•
•

Advantages
o Roadside cross section configuration consistent with that along US 119.
Disadvantages
o Cost of excavation and separation barrier.

Red/Purple
• Advantages
o Diverts trail users out of traffic from an area of high traffic /low visibility.
o Provides more direct access for school campus.
• Disadvantages
o Grade to climb Cornell Rd sideslope.
o Potential conflicts with school traffic.
Green
• Advantages
o Lower surfacing cost.
o More direct route.
• Disadvantages
o Exposure to high traffic (speed/volume).
o Poor visibility location at EB crossing point on Cornell Rd.
o Installation and maintenance costs for crossing signage.

Section 2 – Sections 2 and 3 extend from the
proposed crossing of Cornell Road adjacent to
the Indiana County Development Corporation
(ICDC) property to the intersection of Villa and
McKnight Roads. Each route would need to be
followed through both segments consecutively;
however, the Green and Purple routes follow a
common alignment for Segment 3 that is
presented as a single description.
Red - Sections 2 and 3 of the red route are
sequential without intersection the other
alternatives. This is a “share the road” configuration using streets of various usage levels. Section 2 would extend
along Cornell Road from the end of Section 1 to the intersection of Hunter Rd.
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o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Topography – wide but coarse surfaced shoulders with a steeper climb approaching Hunter.
Limited site distance approaching Hunter, but adequate for crossing from the shoulder; EB
crossing at Section 1 provides greatest site distance, but is in close proximity to school entrance.
Historical – This section is through a relatively new business park with no excavation proposed.
Therefore, there should be no historical impacts.
ADA – Slopes generally appear consistent with ADA limits, but there is no separation from traffic.
Environmental
 Wetland – This segment is all on existing hard surface. No wetlands are present.
 Endangered species – As this follows existing streets with no excavation work, there
would be no impact.
Traffic – heavy traffic with numerous commercial driveways (particularly Wyotech), no separation
from traffic.
Permitting – No permitting would be required in conjunction with this segment.
Operation and Maintenance – O&M would be limited to signage maintenance.
Legal – No legal issues are apparent for this segment.

Purple – This section would cross Cornell Road at the terminus of Section 1 and wind through the Indiana County
Development Corporation (ICDC) and Wyotech parcels to the Excela Health site. The route will require a 175 foot
two-span pedestrian bridge to cross US Route 22 at this location to get to the Excela Health site. Both approaches
will need elevated to provide necessary underclearance and will require ADA accessible approach ramps. Once on
the south side of US 22, the alignment would proceed off-street, westward, parallel to US 22, turning along the east
side of Club Lane to the entrance of the Health Center, where it would connect with the Green Route.
o

o

o
o

o

o

Topography – Topography generally consists of gradual grades with the steepest being the climb
from Cornell to the ICDC parking lot along with the bridge ramps. The initial climb would need to
skirt the ICDC depression to avoid any drainage impacts.
Historical - PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability
archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no
impact on these resources.
ADA – Sufficient area appears to be available to construct the trail alignment to ADA required
slopes.
Environmental
 Wetland – no apparent wetlands are present along the alignment.
 Endangered species - PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – Users would be exposed to traffic crossing Cornell Road at the beginning of this segment.
Mast arm signage is recommended where users would cross. Users would also be exposed to
commercial traffic in the ICDC parking area. Due to the proximity of users to the eastbound US 22
traffic, it is recommended that a barrier and fence be erected along this area between the bridge
crossing and Club Lane.
Permitting - Erosion controls associated with grading operations would need to be covered under
the project’s NPDES permit. A highway occupancy permit would be required for construction of a
pedestrian bridge over US 22. This crossing scenario must be coordinated with PennDOT prior to
finalizing this Study. Federal Highway Administration input will also be required in combination with
PennDOT approval.
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o

o

Operation and Maintenance – O&M is expected to be similar to typical rail-trail efforts.
Concentrated efforts will need to be focused on the bridge crossing, but this should also be similar
to that of new bridges on the Ghost Town Trail below Dilltown.
Legal – Easements will need to be secured from ICDC, Wyotech, and Excela Health along with
permitting issues noted above.

Green – The Green route would cross Cornell Road and climb the grade on the Indiana site as the Purple Route. At
the top of this grade, however, the alignment would cross the US 22 west entrance ramp from US 119. This would
require a shorter (130’) bridge than the Purple route but would only reach the interchange island area. Appropriate
ADA accessible transition ramps would be needed to reach existing grade in the island for the route to pass along US
119 in the US 22 underpass. The underpass configuration would require vertical extension of the single faced barrier
to a level that will provide the necessary trail width without further excavation into the rock cut slope supporting the
bridge abutment to avoid PennDOT concerns over such excavation. The fill configuration with wall extension will still
need PennDOT concurrence. A small pocket of apparent wetlands along the northern edge of the Park-n-Ride site
would likely preclude wrapping the trail around the US 22 embankment without a more costly retaining wall. Instead,
the route would ramp down and follow along the east side of the Park-n-Ride site toward Old William Penn Highway
and follow the top of embankment to the Excela Health site, wrapping along Club Lane to the entrance to the WalMart site, where it would merge with the Purple route. This alignment would present direct access to the Park-n-Ride
site which could double as a trailhead during non-peak weekend periods.
o
o

o

o

o

o

Topography – With the exception of the ramp crossing and the US 22 underpass, topography
consists of gentle grades and no substantial drainage issues.
Historical - PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability
archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no
impact on these resources.
ADA – This segment can readily be constructed to comply with ADA requirements. This would
require substantial ramps to descend to the interchange island and at the south side of the US 22
underpass.
Environmental
 Wetland – A pocket of apparent wetland is present along upslope side of Park-n-Ride
facility at the base of the US 22 embankment.
 Endangered species - PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – As with the Purple route, users would encounter traffic crossing Cornell Road at the start
of the Section. The bridge over the US 22W entrance ramp would separate users from direct
conflict, but the trail placement within the interchange island would necessitate fencing to
discourage users from diverging along the roadways. Users would also encounter Park-n-Ride
traffic when crossing the entrance drive for that facility. Alignment along Old William Penn
Highway would be positioned at the top of the roadway side slope away from traffic. Minor impacts
within the Excela Health parking area would be encountered to avoid removal of the site’s mature
landscaping.
Permitting – Erosion controls associated with grading operations would need to be covered under
the project’s NPDES permit. Extensive Highway Occupancy permitting would be required in
conjunction with crossing the entrance ramp, crossing beneath the underpass, and passing along
their Park-n-Ride facility.
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o

o

Operation and Maintenance - O&M is expected to be similar to typical rail-trail efforts.
Concentrated efforts will need to be focused on the bridge crossing, but this should also be similar
to that of new bridges on the Ghost Town Trail below Dilltown.
Legal – easements would be required from ICDC and Excela Health along with permitting issues
noted above.

Advantages/Disadvantages
Red
Advantages
• Lowest cost.
• Presents more direct access to Wyotech facilities.
Disadvantages
• Exposure to high traffic (speed/volume).
• Coarse shoulder surface.
• Additional cost for shoulder upgrade if a smoother surface is desired.
Purple
Advantages
• Prominent/High visibility crossing of US 22.
• Access for Wyotech parking needs.
• Most direct grade-separated crossing of US 22.
• Cornell Road crossing visibility.
• Minimized user/traffic conflicts.
Disadvantages
• Bridge cost.
• Parking lot conflicts on ICDC property.
• Aesthetics of route along south side of US 22 and Club Lane.
• Impact on potential development of Excela Health site.
• Impact to US 22 traffic during construction.
Green
Advantages
• Trailhead potential of Park-n-Ride.
• Minimized user/traffic conflicts.
• Avoids mainline US 22 conflicts during construction.
• Proximity to lodging.
Disadvantages
• Bridge cost.
• Absence of cost savings over Purple route.
• Impact to US 22W entrance ramp traffic.
• PennDOT reluctance associated with underpass.
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Section 3 – This Section presents the common alignment of the Green and Purple routes and the independent
alignment of the Red route.
Purple/Green – These alignments would follow
a common route through this Section. The
route would cross Club Lane, south of the WalMart garden center parking lot entrance and
continue along Club behind guiderail on the
Wal-Mart site, wrapping along the north side of
Old William Penn. This area would be located
on a narrow, steep cut slope requiring a
retaining wall to support an elevated trail
without impacting the service area of WalMart’s pavement. The route would exit the cut
slope and follow at grade along the rear of
stores and retaining wall, following along the
gas line, crossing drainage swale associated with the stormwater detention facilities, wrap above the church septic
system to the power line right-of-way. The position of the alignment presents a potential stub to connect to the
shopping center parking area behind McDonalds. The route would then follow the power line right-of-way to the
intersection of McKnight and Lintner Roads. It would continue along Mcknight to the Villa Road intersection with the
Red route.
o Topography – With the exception of the steep sidehill area in the southeastern corner of the WalMart site, grades along the route are relatively gentle. One small draingeway would be crossed
behind the shopping center. The utility line presence present additional occupancy approval
challenges.
o Historical - PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability
archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no
impact on these resources.
o ADA - This segment can readily be constructed to comply with ADA requirements.
o Environmental
 Wetland – No apparent wetlands are present along the route.
 Endangered species - PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
o Traffic – Users would encounter significant commercial traffic crossing Club Lane accessing WalMart, Excela Health and traveling to Old William Penn. Crossing signage would be required here,
and inlaid concrete crosswalk surfacing is recommended. Users would travel along Wal-Mart
delivery traffic along Old William Penn and fencing separating the users from the Wal-Mart service
area would be required where the trail profile matches the grade of that site. Less intense local
commercial/residential traffic would be encountered on McKnight.
o Permitting - Erosion controls associated with grading operations would need to be covered under
the project’s NPDES permit. A stream encroachment general permit would be required for
crossing of the drainageway associated with the commercial development’s stormwater
management facilities. Highway occupancy permitting would be required along William Penn
Highway where the trail alignment is within PennDOT right-of-way.
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o

o

Operation and Maintenance - O&M is expected to be similar to typical rail-trail efforts.
Concentrated efforts will need to be focused on the fencing atop the retaining wall to assure user
safety and along the rear of Wal-Mart to maintain positive relations with the property owner. As
part of the alignment would follow existing utility easements, trail restoration following any
necessary utility work will be the responsibility of the trail operator.
Legal – easements would be required from the impacted property owners. Owners of commercial
properties have generally been noncommittal. Wal-Mart has actively objected to trail users having
access to their rear service drive. Both easement and construction configuration approvals would
be needed from the owners of the utilities whose existing easements would be co-occupied.

Red – This alignment would follow residential streets of Hunter Road, Smith Avenue, Campbell Road, Elder Drive,
and Susan Drive to its intersection with Socialville Lane. The route would then follow the narrower and more heavily
traveled Socialville, crossing US Route 22 at the signalized intersection, to then follow Villa Road to its intersection
with McKnight Road and the Purple and Green Routes.
o
o

o
o

o

o

o

o

Topography – These streets generally present mild slopes that would be compatible with typical
rail-trail users.
Historical – Most of this segment follows existing roadways where no excavation is proposed.
Excavation along Socialville Lane is included in the request for review by PaHMC. PHMC has
indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability archaeological areas within
the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no impact on these resources.
ADA - Slopes generally appear consistent with ADA limits, but there is no separation from traffic.
Environmental
 Wetland – Excavation required along Socialville Lane is immediately adjacent to the
existing roadway pavement and no potential wetland conditions were observed.
 Endangered species - PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – Light residential traffic until Socialville Road. Eastbound route will need shoulder and
drainage improvements to provide space for casual users. Limited space along westbound route
will require advanced signage and possible speed limit reductions in addition to shoulder
improvements where space allows. Substantial safety concerns have been expressed for surface
crossing of Route 22 due to stop light violations. A detailed traffic study would need to be
completed prior to implementing this crossing. Such crossing would likely need pedestrian button
activation of signal, advanced signage, and rectangular rapid flash beacon (RRFB) crossing
signage incorporated into the existing signal configuration. Users would still need to exercise
caution and be alert to see that traffic has in fact yielded to them.
Permitting – Highway occupancy permitting would need to be acquired for modification to the
signalization at Socialville and US 22. Erosion controls associated with grading operations would
need to be covered under the project’s NPDES permit.
Operation and Maintenance- Pavement and drainage improvements along Socialville Lane would
become part of the Township’s infrastructure. The operator would remain responsible for
maintenance of the signage as needed and would likely need to participate in the maintenance of
the additional signal facilities.
Legal – As this portion of the alignment would follow existing streets, no easements would be
required.
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Advantages/Disadvantages
Purple/Green
Advantages
• Supports the grade separated alternatives of Section 2.
• Mostly off-street alignment.
• Access from commercial facilities, including food.
Disadvantages
• Costs associated with retaining wall to the rear of Wal-Mart.
• Property impacts.
• Traffic conflicts on Club Lane.
Red
Advantages
• Lowest cost crossing of US 22.
• Low cost of construction.
• Local residential access to the trail route.
Disadvantages
• Safety concerns associated with US 22 crossing.
• Width limitations on Socialville Road.
• Meandering route for through riders.
Section 4 – This Section extends from the Villa/McKnight Road intersection to the Ridge View/Maple Ave Extension
intersection. Beginning at Villa, the three alternates diverge for the one block segment.
The Red route would continue south on Villa turning on
Hazel, turning north on Ridge View Ave, rejoining Purple
and Green at Maple Ave Extension. The Purple route
would turn north on Villa from McKnight to a private road
owned by Christine Malcotti behind the gas station and
Dairy Queen to Ridgeview, turning south to Maple Ave
Extension. Green crosses Villa to undeveloped parcel
owned by Lotus Hospitality on the south side of the private
road, to Ridgeview and Maple Ave Extension.
o
o

o

Topography – This section climbs gently from east to west with the off-street Green route
presenting the most abrupt grades immediately adjacent to Villa and Ridgeview.
Historical - PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability
archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no
impact on these resources.
ADA – This segment can readily be constructed to comply with ADA requirements.
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o

o

o
o
o

Environmental
 Wetland – No apparent wetland areas are present along this segment.
 Endangered species - PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – The Purple route would encounter the most substantial traffic concerns for this segment,
competing with rear exiting gas station traffic and the Dairy Queen drive-thru. This drive-thru is
positioned on the private road and oriented facing into typical opposing traffic. As drivers approach
the order screen, they may not be expecting trail users approaching within the same corridor. The
Red route would be exposed to one block of higher traffic of Villa before turning into light residential
traffic. The Green route would only be exposed to traffic with the crossings of Villa and Ridgeview.
Permitting – Erosion controls associated with grading operations of the Green route would need to
be covered under the project’s NPDES permit.
Operation and Maintenance - O&M is expected to be similar to typical rail-trail efforts. The Green
route would present an isolated effort of mowing activity.
Legal – easements would be required from Lotus Hospitality along with permitting issues noted
above for the Green route. The Purple route would need approval from the owner of the private
road.

Advantages/Disadvantages
Purple
Advantages
• Access to commercial facilities, including food.
• Closest to lodging.
• Minimal cost of development on roadway.
Disadvantages
• General exposure to commercial traffic, particularly conflicting Dairy Queen drive-thru.
Green
Advantages
• Minimizes exposure to traffic.
• Still relatively accessible to food and lodging.
• Potential staged development. A lower cost on-street alignment could be implemented to complete the
minimum passable corridor while additional funds are acquired to complete enhanced segments.
Disadvantages
• Higher cost to development.
Red
Advantages
• Traffic exposure is generally light residential.
• Minimal cost of development on roadway.
• Still relatively accessible to food and lodging.
Disadvantages
• Traffic exposure.
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Section 5 – This Section would extend from the Ridge View/Maple Avenue Extension intersection to the
Maple/Evans Avenue intersection. Although Maple Avenue is common to both ends of the segment, Maple Avenue
is discontinuous.
All three
alignments would follow a
common alignment through the
first off-street area. The Red
and Green routes would then
split off to follow other streets to
reach the end intersection. The
Purple route would continue
through other undeveloped
property.

The initial merged alignments
would follow Maple Ave
Extension to its terminus. An
off-road alignment would continue along an existing wooded ATV path through the Campbell property turning north
along its western boundary along/across FMC Management properties to Serrell Drive. Red/Green would follow on
road down Serrell to Adelphia Dr, Bentley, and Evans to Maple Ave. Purple would follow a meandering route down
the steeper slope of the undeveloped Serwinski property directly to the Maple/Evans Ave intersection. This route
may be adjusted to avoid the FMC properties at a slightly longer alignment, but all routes will need to pass through
the Campbell property. Specific routing through the Serwinski property is subject to the proposed development
configuration.
o Topography – This section generally descends from east to west along mostly gentle grades. The
irregular route through the Campbell property is intended to skirt a broad, steep ravine to reach the
industrial park area. Portions of Serrell Drive and Evans Ave, on the Red/Green routes, exceed
ADA slope limits. Slopes through the Serwinski property have not been determined as the route is
subject to the roadway configurations of the proposed development.
o Historical - PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability
archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no
impact on these resources.
o ADA – This segment is generally consistent with ADA requirements with the exception of short
segments of Serrell and Evans, as noted above.
o Environmental
 Wetland – No apparent wetland areas are present along this segment.
 Endangered species - PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
o Traffic – Users would typically be exposed to light residential traffic along the on-street routes
presented. Additional commercial/industrial traffic would be encountered through the industrial
park area along Serrell and Adelphia. This would likely be limited to short durations as only a few
businesses front on this route.
o Permitting – Erosion controls associated with grading operations would need to be covered under
the project’s NPDES permit.
o Operation and Maintenance - O&M is expected to be similar to typical rail-trail efforts.
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o

Legal – easements would be required from Campbell, FMC, and Serwinski properties along with
permitting issues noted above.

Advantages/Disadvantages
Purple
Advantages
• Offer of Developer participation in trail construction.
• Minimizes traffic exposure.
• Potential staged development. A lower cost on-street alignment could be implemented to complete the
minimum passable corridor while awaiting developer timetable.
Disadvantages
• Trail construction time schedule and configuration subject to those of associated land development.
Red/Green
Advantages
• On-street route of western end is immediately available.
Disadvantages
• Exposure to periodic commercial/industrial traffic.
• Steeper sections of isolated segments of existing roadway.

Section 6 – This Section extends from the Maple/Evans Avenue
intersection to the East Campbell/North Morrow intersection. All
three alignments follow a common on-street route.
The again merged alignments would continue along Maple to
Burrell, Maher, and N Morrow to E Campbell. Adjoining streets
were also evaluated during the field views, however, other
alternatives were found to present similar topographic challenges,
while also typically presenting increased traffic exposure.
o

o
o
o

Topography – The route mostly presents gentle
grades through residential development with
short sections of Maple Ave and Mahar
exceeding allowable ADA slopes.
Historical – This section requires no excavation, therefore, there should be no historical impacts.
ADA – This route utilizes existing developed roadways. Short sections of two of the streets exceed
allowable ADA slopes. No alternative routes avoiding these obstacles appear available.
Environmental
 Wetland – This segment is all on existing hard surface. No wetlands are present.
 Endangered species – As this follows existing streets with no excavation work, there
would be no impact.
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o

o
o
o

Traffic – Users would be exposed to light residential traffic along the entire route. The route was
selected to minimize this exposure. Westbound users will need to exercise caution at the
intersection of Maple and Burrell due to an oververtical street profile at this location. Intersection
grade transitions one half block west at North Brady slows to the oncoming traffic approaching this
location. Better visibility is provided for eastbound users entering Maple from Burrell.
Permitting - No permitting would be required in conjunction with this segment.
Operation and Maintenance - O&M would be limited to signage maintenance.
Legal – No legal issues are apparent for this segment.

Section 7 – This Section extends from the East Campbell/North Morrow intersection to the Loop Trail (Pink) crossing
of Market Street.
The final leg of this segment has braided alternatives of E
Campbell, crossing the branch of NS railroad to the
Borough/Bank parking area (Purple) and continuing to the Loop
Trail, or continuing along N Morrow to E Market, turning west to
meet Loop Trail (Red), or continuing further along S Morrow to
Iron Alley and again crossing the NS branch line (Green). This
short segment addresses the densely commercialized
downtown section of Blairsville Borough and connection to the
route of the Loop Trail. The minimal development (Red) route
entirely uses existing streets. Market Street however presents
a high volume of traffic in a narrow corridor lined with metered parallel parking serving the commercial
establishments fronting on Market. Elimination of the parallel parking and designating these areas as bike lanes
would be the safest configuration for bikers, especially with children. However, elimination of these spaces would
likely be detrimental to local businesses. Biking on the sidewalks in this area would present alternate safety
concerns for both the users and business customers. Use of this corridor would likely necessitate requiring bikers to
dismount and walk their bikes through this area. Use of the north side sidewalk is recommended as much of this
fronts on the BiLo parking lot rather than store entrances that have more limited visibility. The Red alignment does
however allow users to utilize the existing Market Street railroad crossing over the Norfolk Southern branch line.
Although vehicle crossing arms are present, no barrier obstructs sidewalk pedestrians from stepping into the path of
an oncoming train. As this is a PUC regulated crossing, it is assumed under this Study that the PUC has dismissed
the need for such barriers. Trail users would be intermixed with the existing pedestrian traffic and should not change
that formal determination, but additional warning signage should be installed along the sidewalk.
As alternatives to these conflicts, the use of adjacent streets north or south of Market was considered. An existing
private maintenance crossing of the Norfolk Southern branch line is present to the north, and illicit crossing activity
appears to occur at both locations, but no approved public crossings exist. Development of such crossings with
appropriate signage, signals, and other controls would improve safety of these locations; however, Norfolk Southern
has expressed intent to formally oppose the creation of any new crossings in this area. In view of the more critical
need for the cooperation of Norfolk Southern on the West Penn corridor, it is recommended that the new crossings in
this area not be pursued.
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o
o
o
o

o

o
o

o

Topography – Grades through this area are gentle. Constrictions in this area are generally
associated with the limited space available in this densely developed area.
Historical - This section requires no excavation, therefore, there should be no historical impacts.
ADA – Grades are generally compatible with ADA requirements. (Red)
Environmental
 Wetland - This segment is all on existing hard surface. No wetlands are present.
 Endangered species – As this follows existing streets with no excavation work, there
would be no impact.
Traffic – As described above, users would be exposed to higher levels of commercial vehicle and
pedestrian conflicts (Red). Due to user safety, it would be recommended that bicyclists dismount
and walk their bikes along Market St.
Permitting – Signage along Market Street (Red) will require a Highway Occupancy Permit for
installation and a maintenance agreement.
Operation and Maintenance – O&M would be similar to that of other sections of share the road
configuration (Red). The alternate routes (Purple and Green) would require more intense and
documented maintenance of the railroad crossings, including routine inspections by specialized
consultants.
Legal – Besides Highway Occupancy Permitting noted above, the alternate routes (Purple and
Green) would need PUC approval for the establishment of new railroad crossings. Norfolk
Southern has expressed their intent to object to any such approval.

Advantages/Disadvantages
Red
Advantages
• Avoids need for independent approval from Norfolk Southern.
• Utilizes existing railroad crossing controls, eliminating construction and maintenance responsibility.
• Utilizes existing streets and sidewalks minimizing construction cost.
Disadvantages
• Vehicle and pedestrian conflicts on Market Street.
• Need for cyclists to dismount while using sidewalks.
• Business impact of eliminating meters and establishing exclusive bike lane.
Purple
Advantages
• Avoids vehicle/pedestrian conflicts on Market Street.
• Improves safety over existing illicit crossings of the railroad.
• Connection to northern segment of Loop Trail without encountering Market Street traffic.
Disadvantages
• Norfolk Southern objection to establishment of a new crossing.
• Cost of construction and ongoing maintenance.
• Conflicts with Bank parking lot traffic.
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Green
Advantages
• Avoids vehicle/pedestrian conflicts traveling along Market Street.
• Improves safety over existing illicit crossings of the railroad.
• Crossing of Market Street redirected to a signalized intersection.
• Least traffic conflicts.
Disadvantages
• Norfolk Southern objection to establishment of a new crossing.
• Cost of construction and ongoing maintenance.

West Penn Corridor - This trail connection consists of two alternative alignments. Both of these are fully
dependent upon the approval of Norfolk Southern for occupancy of their property. Other routes considered for this
connection were deemed to have too high of traffic, limited site distances, high sustained grades, unstable grades,
and/or property owner opposition. The alignments are described beginning from the existing Newport Road
Trailhead, proceeding eastward into Blairsville.
Section 8 – This Section extends from the existing Newport Road Trailhead of the West Penn Trail eastward to the
area of the Newport/Airport Road intersection. Alternatives consist of a newly developed alignment between Newport
Road and the Norfolk Southern tracks or a sharethe-road option.
Blue - This section of trail would exit the opposite
end of the trailhead parking area along the
alignment of the former track and follow the sewer
alignment to climb a gradual slope to Newport
Road just west of Airport Road. The trail
alignment along Newport would be separated from
the pavement.
This section would serve
exclusively as trail traffic. As this would be
separate from traffic, users would need to yield to vehicles at Airport Road. Gates should be installed at this crossing
to prevent vehicles from mistakenly entering the trail rather than Newport Road and to draw user’s attention to the
crossing condition. Land ownership is undetermined in this area, as plots of referenced deeds do not match the tax
mapping boundaries. Based on railroad valuation maps, it is likely that the ground east of USACOE property remains
owned by Norfolk Southern.
o

o

Topography – Grades through this area are relatively gentle, but present a more substantial
eastbound climb to Newport Road. As this is the location where the track of the West Penn Trail
alignment tied to the current railroad alignment, the abandoned railbed gets progressively closer to
the active rail line requiring a physical barrier and subject to Norfolk Southern approval.
Historical - PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability
archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no
impact on these resources.
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o
o

o
o

o
o

ADA – Alignment may need to be adjusted climbing to Newport Road to keep grades within ADA
limits.
Environmental
 Wetland - No apparent wetlands are present along this segment.
 Endangered species – PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – As described above, users would be generally separated from roadway traffic but would
need to yield at the Airport Road crossing.
Permitting – Signage along Newport Road will require a Highway Occupancy Permit for installation
and a maintenance agreement. Erosion controls associated with grading operations would need to
be covered under the project’s NPDES permit.
Operation and Maintenance – O&M is expected to be similar to typical rail-trail efforts.
Legal – Besides Highway Occupancy Permitting noted above, modification of the USACOE
agreement would need to be modified to address additional alignment east of the trailhead. In
addition, more detailed investigation of land ownership would need to be completed and an
easement likely from Norfolk Southern would be required, covering most of the alignment from the
trailhead to and along Newport Road. Norfolk Southern may object to this segment to discourage
extended use of their service road, under the Airport Road Bridge, to shortcut the climbs to
Newport Road.

Red – This alignment would follow the trailhead access drive to Newport Road and on towards Airport Road as a
“share-the-road” configuration.
o

o
o

o

o

o
o
o

Topography –Newport Road curves to the right, limiting site distance for westbound users crossing
into the trailhead driveway and for vehicles approaching users from behind. Grades through this
area are gentle.
Historical - This section requires no excavation, therefore, there should be no historical impacts.
ADA – Grades are generally compatible with ADA requirements, but there are no shoulders on this
more rural road. Site distance issues noted above would also impact ADA users crossing at the
trailhead driveway.
Environmental
 Wetland - This segment is all on existing hard surface. No wetlands are present.
 Endangered species – PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – As described above, westbound users would be most exposed to traffic issues due to
limited visibility at the trailhead drive road crossing. As this extension would increase trail traffic
towards Blairsville, increased traffic conflict would occur on the narrow trailhead driveway.
Permitting –A Highway Occupancy Permit for installation and a maintenance agreement would be
required for signage on Newport Road.
Operation and Maintenance – O&M would be similar to that of other sections of share the road
configuration.
Legal – As this segment would be completely within public roadways or existing easement only a
Highway Occupancy Permitting noted above would be required.
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Advantages/Disadvantages
Blue
Advantages
• Isolation form traffic, except for that in the immediate trailhead area.
• Configuration similar to typical rail-trail.
Disadvantages
• Higher cost.
• Need for modification of USACOE agreement.
• Likely need for Norfolk Southern easement and approval.
Red
Advantages
• Lower cost with use of existing roadways.
• Avoidance of Norfolk Southern involvement.
Disadvantages
• Exposure to traffic, particularly with conflict at trailhead driveway entrance.
Section 9 – This Section extends from near the Newport/Airport Road intersection to the US 22 underpass. Both
routes would drop over the edge of the railroad cut slope down toward the Norfolk Southern (NS) service road along
their second tier mainline. Extensive sidehill grading would be required to transition down this 40’ high hillside at a
reasonable grade. Both alignments are proposed to occupy the NS right-of-way. However, NS has expressed
reservations about allowing the public within their right-of-way and has been unresponsive to a request for a field
view of the site. The connection to the West Penn is completely dependent on Norfolk Southern cooperation on the
project.
Blue – The Blue route would descend the entire way to the service road at the bottom of the slope. The route would
then follow the service road to a point south of the US Route 22 Bridge. The service road is elevated slightly above
the grade of the tracks and the isolation distance varies. A continuous fence barrier, similar to that along the existing
trailhead, would likely be required by NS. Provisions will be required to facilitate NS maintenance traffic while
preventing trail users from
continuing along the service road
beyond the approved occupancy
corridor. As this alignment is an
existing service road, the base is
stabilized. Development as a trail
surface would require minor surface
grading and placement of finer
aggregate to provide a smoother
surface. It is recommended that
this surface be seal coated (tar and
chip) to minimize disturbance by rail
maintenance traffic.
The trail
operator would be responsible for
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short notice replacement of the separation barrier in the event of a rail incident that requires NS to breach the barrier.
o

o

o
o

o

o
o

o

Topography – With exception of the hillside grade transition at the western end of this segment, the
grades are nearly level. The gas line corridor at the edge of the right-of-way complicates this
transition for the Blue route. Sections of retaining wall will be necessary to facilitate the transition
without impacting the gas line.
Historical – Proposed excavation will be limited to the immediate vicinity of the existing railroad cut
so no historical impact is anticipated. PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures
and/or high probability archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the
project scope, it will have no impact on these resources.
ADA – sufficient space is available to construct an ADA compatible ramp along the grading
transition.
Environmental
 Wetland – no apparent wetlands were observed along the proposed corridor.
 Endangered species - PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – This alignment is isolated from public traffic but is exposed to periodic rail maintenance
traffic. Minimal conflict would be expected except in the event of a rail incident. Should such
occur, the trail would likely be closed until the breach in the separation barrier is restored by the
trail operator.
Permitting - Erosion controls associated with grading operations would need to be covered under
the project’s NPDES permit.
Operation and Maintenance - O&M is expected to be similar to typical rail-trail efforts except in the
event of a potential rail incident in which the trail operator would be responsible for quick
restoration of the separation barrier.
Legal – Development of this segment is wholly dependent upon approval of Norfolk Southern and
execution of associated agreements.

Red – The Red route would also descend the steep hillside on the western end of this segment, but only as far as the
gas line easement. The gas line follows a bench within, but at the edge of, the railroad right-of-way. As the
alignment progresses eastward, the hillside steepens and the bench diminishes. Development of this alignment will
require extensive retaining walls to create a bench at these steeper areas without altering the finished grade covering
the gas line. Walls will be necessary on both sides of the trail at one of the ravine crossings where slopes drop away
on both sides of the gas line. At the two other major ravines, the trail would need to descend to the service road level
but would be separated from the service road traffic. A separation barrier would still be needed over the full length of
this segment, but being between the trail and the service road, it would not interfere with maintenance or incident
access to the rails.
o

o

Topography – The corridor generally follows a steep sidehill, a portion of which is occupied by a
relatively narrow gas line bench. Much of the corridor will require retaining walls to support the trail
while maintaining cover over the gas line.
Historical - PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability
archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no
impact on these resources.
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o
o

o
o
o
o

ADA - sufficient space is available to construct an ADA compatible ramp along the grading
transition and along the sidehill alignment.
Environmental
 Wetland – No apparent wetlands were observed along the corridor as described. If the
alignment were to diverge away from the railroad into the base of the ravines, further
investigation of those areas would be warranted.
 Endangered species - PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – This alignment would be separated from both public and rail maintenance traffic.
Permitting - Erosion controls associated with grading operations would need to be covered under
the project’s NPDES permit.
Operation and Maintenance - O&M is expected to be similar to typical rail-trail efforts, however,
maintenance vehicle access may be limited by the available trail width.
Legal - Development of this segment is wholly dependent upon approval of Norfolk Southern and
execution of associated agreements. It is also subject to approval of the gas company.

Advantages/Disadvantages
Blue
Advantages
• Lower cost with use of existing service road.
• Existing stabilize base.
Disadvantages
• Increased Norfolk Southern concern over closer proximity to tracks.
• Conflict with Norfolk Southern maintenance traffic.
• Obstruction of continuous Norfolk Southern maintenance access to their adjacent tracks.
• Absence of a response from Norfolk Southern.
Red
Advantages
• Greater isolation from railroad tracks.
• Separation from Norfolk Southern maintenance traffic.
Disadvantages
• Severe topography.
• Substantial cost of retaining walls.
• Narrower trail corridor.
• Gas line conflict and need for approval.
• Absence of Norfolk Southern response.
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Section 10 – This Section extends from the US 22 underpass to downtown Blairsville. Alternatives consist of the
Norfolk Southern service road (Blue) or a share-the-road alignment (Red)
The Blue route would follow the NS service road along the unused wye branch track that enters into town. This
would cross N Walnut Street on what remains of the railroad bridge over this street. Although PennDOT removed
two track-widths of the bridge to improve
underclearance for trucks using PA 217, two
additional track widths remain. One inactive
track occupies the alignment closest to the
mainline. The alignment would cross both
western legs of the wye to connect to the
northern end of the Borough Building site,
passing through the Borough/Bank parking lots
to connect to the Loop Trail. A dormant crane
car is parked near the western switch of the wye
and is overgrown with brush. Brush also covers
the southern leg of the wye beyond this crane,
but this leg appears to remain active from its
eastern end. The trail alignment is proposed to
cross this leg between the crane and the active
portion to reach the Borough property.
o
o

o
o

o

o
o
o

Topography – Grades along
this segment parallel the adjacent rails and are therefore consistent with typical rail-trails.
Historical - PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability
archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no
impact on these resources.
ADA – the alignment is readily ADA compliant
Environmental
 Wetland – no apparent wetlands were observed along the corridor.
 Endangered species - PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – This alignment is isolated from public traffic but is exposed to periodic rail maintenance
traffic. No separation barrier is proposed from the inactive rail, but this is subject to discussions
with Norfolk Southern.
Permitting - Erosion controls associated with grading operations would need to be covered under
the project’s NPDES permit.
Operation and Maintenance - O&M is expected to be similar to typical rail-trail efforts.
Legal - Development of this segment is wholly dependent upon approval of Norfolk Southern and
execution of associated agreements.

The Red route would return to a “share-the-road” configuration through use of a surface crossing of PA 217 at W
Poplar Alley. It would then follow Poplar, Spring, Sassafrass, Hodge, Maple, Railroad, and Maher to the intersection
with N Morrow and the Hoodlebug Corridor. Substantial signage would be required at the PA 217 crossing to alert
motorists of the presence of trail users. Crossing signage would also be recommended at North Walnut due to the
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higher traffic accessing US 22 east from Blairsville. This alignment would connect to Section 6 of the Hoodlebug
corridor at the Morrow and Campbell intersection.
o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o

Topography – A short climb will be required to reach PA 217 from the NS service road, but local
streets present minimal grade issues.
Historical - PHMC has indicated that there may be historical structures and/or high probability
archaeological areas within the overall project area, but based on the project scope, it will have no
impact on these resources.
ADA – Sufficient space is available to create an ADA compatible transition from the NS service
road to PA 217.
Environmental
 Wetland - no apparent wetlands were observed along the corridor.
 Endangered species - PNDI search revealed No Known Conflicts.
Traffic – Users would be exposed to heavy traffic volumes crossing PA 217 and the traffic seeking
US 22 east from Blairsville following North Walnut Street.
Permitting – Highway occupancy permitting and maintenance agreements would be necessary to
address signage at the crossings noted above.
Operation and Maintenance - O&M would be similar to that of other sections of share the road
configuration.
Legal – The western end of this segment will require Norfolk Southern approval. As the rest of this
segment would be completely within public roadways or existing easement only a Highway
Occupancy Permitting noted above would be required.

Advantages/Disadvantages
Blue
Advantages
• Consistency with typical rail-trails.
• Low cost with use of existing service road.
• Existing stabilize base.
• Separation from traffic in general, particularly with respect to crossing PA 217.
Disadvantages
• Need for Norfolk Southern approval.
• Potential NS concern over crossing legs of wye tracks.
Red
Advantages
• Avoidance of further Norfolk Southern approvals.
• Access to local neighborhoods.
Disadvantages
• General traffic exposure.
• Traffic conflicts and signage needs associated with crossing PA 217 and North Walnut.
• Grade transition from NS service road to PA 217.
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Cost Comparison
Costs associated with the various alignment segments are tabulated below. More detailed breakdowns of these
estimates are provided in Appendix D.
The Hoodlebug connection consists of multiple overlapping braids that could be grouped in a large number of
combinations. The West Penn segments follow a narrower corridor with less potential combinations. The estimated
costs tabulated below are highlighted to correspond with the recommended configuration. Alternate segments could
be interchanged to reduce costs in some segments or overcome short or long term acquisition obstacles
Hoodlebug Connection
Segment Red
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total

$303,000
$40,000
$303,000
$5,000
$120,000
$8,000
$5,000
$784,000

West Penn Connection
Segment
8
9
10
Total

Purple

Green

$303,000
$1,900,000
$364,000
$6,000
$150,000
$8,000
$120,000
$2,851,000

$165,000
$2,300,000
$364,000
$36,000
$120,000
$8,000
$120,000
$3,113,000

Red
$5,000
$2,600,000
$45,000
$2,600,000

Blue
$175,000
$315,000
$235,000
$725,000
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Recommended
Route
$303,000
$1,900,000
$364,000
$36,000
$150,000
$8,000
$5,000
$2,766,000

Operation and Maintenance
Both Indiana County Parks and Trails (Indiana) and the Conemaugh Valley Conservancy (CVC) are actively involved
in the maintenance of their respective trails and are familiar with the typical operation and maintenance needs of railtrail configurations and associated bridges. Indiana maintains a total of 46 miles of trail the Ghost Town and
Hoodlebug Trails along with numerous other trails located in the various County parks using paid staff. Currently 3
full time staff are dedicated to trail maintenance, with 9 additional staff contributing to trail maintenance for a total
3000 hours per year. The CVC maintains 17 miles of the West Penn Trail relying on volunteers. The resources of
both organizations are stretched thinly to cover these responsibilities. Both organizations will need to dedicate
additional funding and/or manpower to undertake the additional responsibilities presented by these trail extensions.
Both are confident of securing those commitments.
From an organizational standpoint, it is most logical for Indiana to manage the Hoodlebug extension into the center of
Blairsville where they have also committed to manage the in-town Loop Trail, and have the CVC manage the West
Penn extension to the connection in town. As the entire proposed trail segments remain in Indiana County, the
Newport Road Trailhead could also serve as a transition point as this is the last access point before the West Penn
crosses into Westmoreland County, beyond Indiana’s jurisdiction.
Maintenance costs will be subject to the final alignments selected within each Segment. On-street portions will
typically be of minimal cost and consist of sign replacements resulting from traffic accidents or vandalism. Additional
ongoing electrical costs will be encountered at major crossings that include crossing signals.
With the exception of Sections 9 and 10 along the Norfolk Southern tracks, security issues would be expected to be
similar to adjacent existing rail-trails. Gates are recommended at entries to all off-street segments. Ohiopyle style
double bollard gates prioritizing convenience of the trail users over maintenance access are recommended. These
minimize obstruction to the trail user leaving the traffic areas while providing sufficient obstruction to keep
unauthorized vehicles out. In addition to gates, Sections 9 and 10 will require substantial fencing to isolate trail users
from the rail traffic yet facilitate rail maintenance traffic through the corridor. Gates will need to be keyed to allow
routine Norfolk Southern access.
Gates in other areas should be keyed to allow local police patrols and/or access to other emergency vehicles. Some
sections may not accommodate full size vehicles due to bridges or other narrow widths limited by the terrain. It
should be noted that all trail segments outside of Blairsville Borough are within the jurisdiction of PA State Police
Indiana Barracks, while Blairsville Borough police would respond to incidents for trail segments within the borough.
Both Indiana County Parks and Trails and West Penn Trail have established relationships for occasional monitoring
and incident response with the state police. West Penn Trail is mapped within the Indiana County Emergency
Response system so that trail users who dial 911 can be located by cell phone.
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Public Participation
The County relied on a 14 member Project Study Committee to assist the Consultant in development of this Plan. In
addition, IUP student interns working through the Office of Planning and Development have been utilized to collect
and compile data.
Several Committee meetings were conducted in person and via conference call throughout the project development.
Minutes of these meetings are also included in Appendix G. Copies of minutes and data presented were posted to
an FTP site for review and comment by any Committee members who were unable to attend specific meetings.
Open public meetings to solicit initial public input were conducted on March 30 and April 3, 2010. Subsequent
presentations were made by Allegheny Ridge Corp (ARCorp) to Blairsville Borough and to Burrell Township at
meetings of March 16 and March 17 respectively. These meetings helped to narrow down the numerous potential
routes initially under consideration.
ARCorp coordinated directly with numerous property owners. Key person interviews conducted by ARCorp identified
further relationships to some impacted property owners. These relationships facilitated further contact with some
outstanding owners with mixed results. Input from the property owners that would be directly impacted by the some
of the proposed alignments has been directly solicited by mail. The ARCorp received 13 formal responses to the
approximately 80 inquiries. At least seven individual residential property owners objected to trail development across
their properties. The County had established a policy that they would only develop this trail through cooperative
property owners without the use of eminent domain. Therefore, this objection precludes the development of the
associated trail segment. Commercial property owners have generally been unresponsive or noncommittal. Key
support has been offered by Wyotech and by Mr. Sewinski. Wyotech expressed interest in assisting with the bridge
over US 22 to access parking facilities associated with their operation. Mr. Sewinski has offered to assist with
construction of the surface trail across his property in Section 5. More specific information related to the responses is
provided in Appendix G.
ARCorp also solicited user input in the form of paper surveys distributed at the public meetings and on-line surveys.
As each of the preliminarily considered alignments was desirable to differing user bases (i.e. rail-trail vs. road riders),
no clear preference was identified.
After review of the Draft report by the Trail Advisory Committee, ARCorp presented the findings to Blairsville Borough
and Burrell Township at their regular meetings of May 24 and May 17, 2011 respectively. The report was then
published to a publicly accessible FTP site. Instructions for access to this FTP site were made available to the
stakeholders and the general public. A follow-up public meeting was held on June 8, 2011 to present the findings of
this Plan and was attended by 17 people. Comments presented at the meeting included desire for family-friendly
conditions, particularly for the on-road routes, identification of parties to handle ongoing advocacy/maintenance, and
suggestion of alternate routes that bypass Blairsville. No further public comments were received.
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Recommendations
As connections to the Hoodlebug Trail and the West Penn Trail can be constructed independently, recommendations
are presented separately for each of these areas.
Either extension will require additional manpower, not only for physical maintenance of the completed trails but also
for preconstruction efforts including ongoing planning, property owner approvals, funding acquisition, and trail
advocacy. It is recommended that interested citizens form a single or separate advocacy groups to support the
recommended trail operators with the legwork to implement the above efforts and maintain project enthusiasm.
Grantwriting staff associated with Blairsville Borough and the Pittsburgh-to-Harrisburg Main Line Canal Greenway™
are available to assist in pursuing these funding options for next steps, however, it should be noted the that formation
of the local advocacy group is critical to funding pursuits.
Among the potential funding sources that should be explored for acquisition, design, engineering, and construction
are:
• Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) – Federal funds; planning and
construction eligible; no match required in certain circumstances, but local match strengthens the
application.
• Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality (CMAQ) – Federal funds administered by state; planning and
construction eligible; 80/20 match required.
• Pennsylvania Community Transportation Initiative (PCTI) – State funds; planning and construction
eligible; no match required but local match strengthens the application.
• Safe Routes To School (SRTS) - The Federal SRTS Program is managed and administered by each
state Department of Transportation (DOT)
• PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Community Conservation Partnership
Program (DCNR, C2P2) – State funds; design and engineering, construction funds eligible in separate
applications; 50/50 match required
• Local businesses, services and municipalities

Hoddlebug Connection
No clear unimpeded alignment was identified for extending the Hoodlebug Trail into Blairsville. Therefore, the
recommendations presented herein are subject to resolution of various outstanding issues noted.
The primary physical obstruction to this connection is the crossing of US 22. Due to the safety concerns of a surface
crossing of this highway a grade separated crossing is recommended for long term use. This alternative is however
dependent on substantial funding acquisition. The overall recommendation is to follow the Purple route for Sections
1 to 3, Green Section 4, Purple Sections 5 & 6 and the Red route for Section 7 based on the key advantages outlined
in the individual section descriptions and as summarized below. The total estimated cost for this combination of
segments is $2.8 million.
Advantages
• Separation from traffic. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
• School access. (1)
• Grade separated crossing of US 22. (2)
• Positive feedback from impacted property owner(s). (5)
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•
•

Potential property owner participation in construction. (2, 5)
Avoidance of Norfolk Southern impacts. (7)

Recommendations are subject to conditions listed below.
• Property owner approvals
o Key approvals for development of the overall connection include Campbell (10-007-130)(Sec 1),
Campbell (10-004-160)(Sec 5) and FMC Management (06-006-100.03E)(Sec 5).
o Individual section specific implementation requires specific acquisitions to make that section viable.
These are listed in Appendix E.
o General Memorandums of Agreement should be executed with impacted property owners, as
approvals are progressively acquired pending detailed design configurations.
• PennDOT Highway Occupancy approvals, particularly for the overhead approval of the US 22 crossing.
(Sec 2)
• Utility approvals – gas and electric. (Sec 3)
• Funding acquisition.
With the exception of the key approvals that are critical to the whole corridor, all or portions of the Red route could be
implemented to overcome obstacles if any of the noted conditional issues are found to be insurmountable or create
an intolerable delay in the implementation schedule. Sections 4, 5, and 6 of the Red route could be developed with
minimal capital cost if awaiting acquisition or development of off-street routes. The on-street Section 3 of the Red
route, with concurrent use of Section 2, could be developed to overcome acquisition or funding shortfalls. Although
much of this would require minimal investment, the US 22 crossing and Socialville upgrades would include significant
costs and would require increased user education with respect to US 22 crossing safety.

West Penn Connection
Due to the complete reliance of this connection on approval from Norfolk Southern to occupy their right-of-way in
some manner and in view of their consistent unresponsiveness, this connection cannot be deemed viable at this
time.
Of the alignments considered however, the Blue route would be recommended for its full length (Sections 8, 9, & 10)
based upon the technical and financial issues outlined. The estimated construction cost for this overall alignment is
approximately $725K. Primary factors include:
• Rail-trail format with respect to grades and separation from traffic.
• Existing stabilized base.
• Physical availability of dormant railroad crossing of PA 217 and dormant track entering the west end of the
Wye.
Recommendations are subject to conditions listed below.
• Norfolk Southern approval.
• Property owner identification and approval for northern portion of parcel 10-002-145, west of the Airport
Road Bridge.
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